Prepare a description of who was elected and how from one shire (county) between the Restoration and the Great Reform Bill:

- Dorset (Anderson, Babers, Berkheimer, Conlon);
- Herefordshire (Fetscher, Kenney, Kimball, Krupecki);
- Lancashire (Leopold, Levan, Michaels, Nelson);
- Middlesex (Scalise, Schilling, Stanford);
- Norfolk (Stercay, Sturgeon, Swenson, Templin);
- Wiltshire (VanCamp, Watkins, Watts, Wywialowski).

Use History of Parliament (HoP) publications [Booth Library has B.D. Henning, *The Commons 1660-1690*, 3 vols. (1983); and Sir Lewis Namier & John Brooke, eds., *The Commons 1754-1790*, 2 vols. (1964); but all constituencies and member (MP) biographies are now available online at [http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/]; Oxford Dictionary of Biography Online <http://www.oxforddnb.com/> available through Booth Library; and general online searches for county, borough, MP images, and socio-economic description. As I want each group to make a brief presentation (2-5 minutes max. on 2 Feb.), please prepare about 5 slides with images of your county, borough, and representative of major parliamentary families and/or their county seats (country estates).
Include

- Country described
  - Location
  - Economy
  - Image of countryside
- Constituencies (MPs)
  - How many electors for knights of the shire?
  - How many boroughs? (describe 3)
    - Borough 1
      - type (who votes)
      - contested (generally)?
    - Borough 2
      - type
      - contested?
    - Borough 3
      - type
      - contested?
- MP families
  - Name of family that often represents shire and its boroughs between 1660 and 1715?
    - Interesting fact from HoP
    - Family seat
      - image
    - Listed in ODNB?
      - interesting fact from ODNB
    - Portrait/image
    - Family still representing shire or its boroughs between 1751 and 1790?
  - Another individual or family that represents shire and its boroughs between 1660 and 1715?
    - Interesting fact from HoP
    - Family seat?
      - image
    - Listed in ODNB?
      - interesting fact from ODNB
    - Portrait/image
    - Family still representing shire or its boroughs between 1751 and 1790?